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little awed by this outburst, but she had had so many emotional
shocks of late that it was only with a narrowing of her screwed-up
eyes and a contracting of her straight eybrows that she responded
to her friend's words. More reluctantly still was Lovie dragged
away to see these pictures and these philosophers. The miracle
was still going on at that warm stove, a scrawled-over bit of
paper becoming a person with a past and a future!
Just four hours—four drops of conspiring time—had this
creation occupied. And now the paper doll like the rest of us
had to pay the penalty of being Something rather than Nothing.
Clutched in Lovie's hot fingers this poor entity was now
compelled, as were its young mother and her mother, to
follow that tide of destiny "that sweeps earth and heaven
and men and gods along" the moment they emerge from Nir-
vana.
And like ourselves the paper doll had had no choice. Snatched
from the trunk in the caravan when it lay between Popsy's
underclothes and a volume entitled The Book of Beauty, given
to the girl by her first sweetheart, it had been forced to submit
to Old Funky's scrawls, forced to submit to being torn in half by
Wizzie, and now, without question asked as to whether it would
prefer to remain warm and quiescent by a kitchen fire, it was
destined to be conveyed into the presence of a Platonic thinker
at the end of his tether.
The desperate state of poor Mr. Wye must have been divined
by Lovie, if not by her doll, at first glance. He had evidently
just come in from a long walk, in which no doubt he had sought
to recover from the turbulent scene referred to by Mr. Quirnu
He had thrown down his overcoat and hat on one of Thuella's
sofas and was now engaged in taking off his boots by the fire.
He rose at their entrance and shuffled forward to greet the visitor
with one boot on and one boot off.
The silky-white fringe across his high narrow brow was all
dishevelled, and one lock of grey hair hung down almost as
low as his left eyebrow and looked damp with sweat. His thin
lips were sucked in in a forced grimace and from the cavity of
this Voltairean leer, as he gave his limp hand to Wizzie and
stared in amazement at the child, there emerged a whistling
series of half-articulate interjections: "Whew 1—what a pleasure!
—whew!—what a surprise!—whew, whew! What Kttle girl
have we got here ?"

